Join the Office of Distance Education
as we welcome
Don Knight from SonicFoundry
who will show us how to learn beyond books,
bricks and mortar using

This technology has the potential to assist JSU in

Boosting retention
Enable students to review complicated material repeatedly at their convenience
Create rich interactive experiences to enhance student outcomes
Integrate with course management systems, like Blackboard®

Extending our reach
Teach once and reach multiple audiences
Ensure distance learners receive the same quality education as traditional students

Fueling coordination
Foster direct communication between project teams
Communicate seamlessly across jurisdictions
Document response needs for natural disasters and emergency preparedness

Delivering rapid training
Create online education modules quickly and easily

Wednesday, May 23rd, 2007
from 1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
in Room 266 of the Merrill Building

Please RSVP by calling 782-8172 or emailing DLInfo@jsu.edu